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Abstract 

Microarray is the technology, which is used in various biological studies mainly in the field of 

image segmentation. The analysis of data in microarray has provide the result in the terms of 

accuracy and robustness.In this paper presents theprotracted K-means NeT an efficient technique 

for improving robustness and accuracy in images.The metrics which are consider for analysis are 

SNR, coefficient of variation, coefficient of determination and standard deviation.Protracted K-

means NeT algorithm, takes advantage of the spatial information around each spot of interest, 

calculating the of the found foreground F through existing K-means algorithm. Subsequently the 

method analyses the neighbors at the boundary of F carefully, before making the final decision of 

including some of the noisy pixels to F. Here, Jeffrey’s divergence metric  is projected for 

dinding the intensity values. Experimental results and analysis, and comparison of the proposed 

method namely protracted K-means NeT Algorithm with existing methods such as K-Means , 

GMM and Multifeature shows the promising results such as 95%of SNR 1029.4 SSD 90% of 

CV, 521sec of MAE.    

Keywords: SNR signal to noise ratio,cDNA Complementary DNA, GMM - GaussianMixture 

Model 

1. Introduction 

Microarray innovation permits concurrent estimation of thousands of qualities in a solitary 

investigation [1]. This gives a helpful apparatus to assessing the declaration of qualities and 

extraction of the portrayal and chromosomal primary data about these qualities. Microarrays are 

varieties of glass magnifying lens slides, in which a great many discrete DNA successions are 
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printed by a mechanical cluster, in this way, shaping round spots of known width [2]. Each spot 

in the microarray picture contains the hybridization level of a solitary quality [3]. Any place, the 

measure of the fluorescence hybridization is influenced by things that occur during the 

assembling of cDNA microarray pictures [4], the productivity of the exploratory planning of the 

microarray pictures straightforwardly influences the accuracy of the microarray information 

investigation [5]. Microarray pictures handling consistently go through three stages: [6] (I) 

gridding to distinguish the situation of the spot focus of the picture and recognizes their 

directions, (ii) division, which sections, each microarray spot into closer view and foundation 

pixels, and (iii) force extraction to ascertain the frontal area fluorescence power and foundation 

powers [7]. The microarray picture division strategies can be ordered into four classes (I) Fixed 

and versatile circle, considers the spots with circle shape [8] , which is utilized in ScanAlyze and 

GenePix, (ii) Histogram-based strategy, it utilizes a circle target veil to cover all the closer view 

pixels, and figures a limit utilizing the Mann-Whitney test [9], (iii) Adaptive shape technique, 

performs picture division dependent on spatial likeness among pixels [10] (iv) Clustering 

strategy, as a most normal method, enjoys the benefit that they are not confined to a specific 

shape and size for the spots [11]. Since division is utilized for partitioning the picture into the 

districts of forefront and foundation, the quantity of group focuses k is set to two. As the 

underlying group communities, the pixels with least and greatest powers are chosen. All 

information focuses are then relegated to the closest bunch habitats as indicated by a distance 

measure (e.g., Euclidean distance). From there on, new group places are set to the mean of the 

pixel esteems in each bunch. At last, the calculation is iteratively rehashed until the bunch 

habitats stay unaltered. Portion thickness assessment KDE can be applied to discover their 

assessed densities in the wake of utilizing Gaussian combination model to establish the forefront 

and foundation. At that point, a remove point for fragmenting a spot into two groups is controlled 

by the balance of two assessed densities [12].Sampathkumar et al. Hybrid Cuckoo[13], Modified 

Honey Bee [14], Parallel Lion Optimizations [15] are Search algorithm has beenused to found 

the better accuracy by eliminating the localminimum optimal minimum problem. The Hill-

Climbing technique for programmed gridding, communicated in [16], can perform gridding 

appropriately just if the ideal frameworks are available. However it is hard to fulfill this ideal 

circumstance practically speaking. Furthermore, the gridding techniques dependent on design 

grouping or knowledge calculation, for example, K-mean bunch, Fuzzy examination and Genetic 
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calculation, be that as it may, are too computational to ever be applied [17]–[18][19]. Other 

notable methodologies depend on histogram division of pixel power data. What's more, they 

enjoy appealing benefits of computational proficiency and few info boundaries to programmed 

gridding, albeit the ideal edge isn't not difficult to be looked to recognize the fluorescence spots 

from the picture foundation impeccably [20], [21]. Particularly, the most extreme between-class 

fluctuation (i.e., the Otsu strategy) could give an exceptionally basic approach to programmed 

gridding of microarray pictures [22], [23]. It is by all accounts a straw for the gridding of 

microarray naturally. Tragically, the Otsu strategy is just an ideal method to accomplish the limit 

for histogram with bimodal or multimodal circulation, yet it would fall flat in affirming the 

division if the histogram is unimodal or near unimodal conveyance [24]. 

To overcome the issues in proposed methodology spot image is divided into regions of 

two classes: -foreground, background. Protracted K-means NeT algorithm, takes advantage of 

the spatial information around each spot of interest, calculating the of the found foreground F 

through existing K-means algorithm. are used to switch the spot for segmentation to the 

appropriate methods to effectively segment the foreground signals from the background in 

presence of noise, artifacts and weakly expressed spots in DNA microarray images.Also, the 

proposed work makes no assumption on the shape and the size of the spot.  

Refinement of protracted K-means NeT algorithm, takes into account, intensity of pixels, 

which is the output of K-means method, as well as spatial information as in multifeature method.  

Pixels that are neighbors to foreground are analyzed carefully from the two angles: intensity and 

spatial neighborhood, before making final decision.Segmentation is the most crucial stage, which 

has to be as accurate as possible because this is the stage which affects the quantification of gene 

expression levels, from which biological conclusions are drawn. 

2. Methdology 

2.1 Protracted K-Means Net Algorithm 

The idea of extending conventional K-means to protracted K-means NeT is particularly useful 

for noisy spot image. For such images, it is difficult to identify the foreground expression region 

(low SNR). Since the signal is weak and there is no marked transition between the foreground 
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and background, the K-means algorithm fails to accurately segment the foreground region which 

leads to wrong estimation of intensities leading to wrong biological conclusion. Accurate gene 

signal intensity is essential, for its use in biological analysis. So, a method which works by 

gathering pixel by pixel information of components at the boundary is proposed, which 

accurately classifies the foreground pixels from the background. 

Input   : Spot image M 

Output: Foreground image F and background image B 

1:      Find minimum intensity of the pixel in the obtained foreground F=a. (after applying K-

means algorithm) 

2:      Threshold T=a*0.9. 

3:      Find (μ/σ) of the already found foreground F. 

4:      Apply K-means with new threshold (T) to find new foreground N and adjoining connected 

components 

          C1…….Cn (part of F) which are a adjacent to F. 

5.      Find (μ/σ) of each Ci. 

6. Find average (μ/σ) of all the components, (μ/σ)avg 

7.      Join components Ci to F if(μ/σ) of Ci>=(μ/σ)average and get NF. 

8.      Find (μ/σ) of NF. 

9.      If (μ/σ)NF> (μ/σ) F then NF=F and continue steps 1 to 9 until (μ/σ)NF <= (μ/σ) F 

2.2Performance Evaluationof protracted K-means NET Algorithm 

 To evaluate the clustering ability of the proposed protracted K-means NeT method versus 

the existing method, a simulated microarray image is created, consisting of 324 

spots(subgrid), corrupted with Gaussian noise of five different signal to noise ratio levels 

1,3,5,7 and 9 db. 

 Additionally, the performances of the segmentation algorithms are estimated on five 

real microarray images with replicates drawn at different distinct time intervals of the same 

experiment. 

 Metrics calculated from the simulated images. 

 Metrics calculated from the real images. 
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2.3Refinement of Protracted K-Means NET Technique 

 The algorithm given below shows the steps for segmentation of image into 

foreground and background using Refinment of Protracted K-Means NET Technique 

 

Figure 1: Refinement of NeT technique 

Input: Spot image S 

Output: Foreground F and background B image. 

1: Convert the input image to gray image G 

2: Use K-means on G and identify Foreground (F) and background(B) pixels. 

3: Find μF , σF , μB , σB 

4: Find the neighbors x of F on the boundary. 

5: For each pixel p Є x 

6:  IfIp ( Intensity of i) Є (μF - σF, μF + σF) thenp becomes F.  

7:    Else IfIp Є (μB-3*σB, μB +3*σB) thenp becomes B 

8:  endif 

9: end for 

10: If there is no pixel xthen stop 
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11: Find pixels N neighbors of x and background pixel 

12:  For each pixel p Є x 

13:   d1= | Ip - μF| 

14:   d2= | Ip - IN| 

15:   Ifd1< (0.5* d2)  

16:    thenp becomes F 

17:   elsep becomes B  

18:                               endif 

19:  end for 

20: end Refined K-means 

 

Figure 2: Foreground and Background Images 

[Foreground (F) and its neighbors] [Some neighbors classified as background and some yet 

(shaded) to be decided } 

 

Figure 3: Final refined foreground 
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3. Experimental Results and Analysis 

3.1 Results for protracted K-means NeT Algorithm 

Jeffrey’s divergence metric values (in bits) between spot and background intensity values for the 

green channel, for the five evaluated cDNA images. 

Table 1: Results for protracted K-means NeT Algorithm 

Comparative results for three different spots randomly chosen from SMD using protracted K-

means NeT, conventional K-means, GMM, and multifeature Techniques.  

Table 2: Comparative results for three different spots 

 

Image K-Means GMM Multifeature Protracted K-means net 

1c7b060rex2 8.82 7.45 5.13 11.42 

1c4b064rex2 4.65 5.43 6.12 9.35 

62919 6.78 5.64 7.35 10.56 

40031 8.76 7.85 6.98 12.78 

44004 9.32 7.45 6.42 11.32 

17931 7.34 6.34 5.32 10.45 

39119 9.78 7.23 6.53 12.32 
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   r
2
 Results on simulated microarray images 

Tabel 3:Comparative results for SNR 

SNR (dB) K-Mean GMM Multifeature Protracted K-means NeT 

r
2

 

1 0.83 0.86 0.88 0.93 

3 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.95 

5 0.90 0.93 0.92 0.97 

7 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.98 

9 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.99 

p
c
 

1 0.80 0.83 0.84 0.87 

3 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.88 

5 0.83 0.85 0.87 0.91 

7 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.93 

9 0.85 0.86 0.90 0.95 

Table 4: A comparison of SSD values using different approaches for a real array spot 

image 

Methods SSD    

K-Means 244.65    

GMM 254.62    

Multifeatured 751.04    

protracted K-

means NeT 
1029.4 

   

Table 5: MAE and CV results on real microarray images. 

Methods MAE CV 

K-Means 600 0.96 

GMM 1110 0.98 

Multifeatured 1213 1.10 

protracted K-means NeT 521 0.90 
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Figure 4: Comparison of Concordance Correlation(r^2) 

concordance correlation calculated for  GMM, K-means,     GMM, K-means, Multifeature  and 

protracted K-means NeT methods with varying noise levels 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of Concordance Correlation(Pc) 

Coefficient of determination, calculated for  GMM,K-means, Multifeature  and protracted K-

means NeT methods with varying noise levels 
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Figure 6: Comparison of Mean Absolute Error 

Box plots that illuatrate the MAE using K-means, GMM,Multifeatured and proposed protracted 

K-means NeT method applied on five real microarray images  

 

Figure7: Comparison of Segmentation Performances 
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Comparison of segmentation performances of proposed protracted K-means NeT, K-means, 

GMM, and Multifeature on   real microarray images drawn from SMD. 

3.2Experimental Results and Analysis of Refinement protracted K-means NeT Algorithm: 

 Probability Density Functions (PDF) of the Coefficient of Variations for all from 5 

replications of common reference channel. Black line corresponds to the results obtained using 

the proposed protracted K-means NeT method. Blue, red and green line corresponds to the 

results obtained using K-means, GMM and Multi feature methods respectively.  

 

Figure 8: Comparison of Probability Density Function. 

 Results of these studies have indicated a superior quality of the enhanced images, 

without however examining whether enhancement leads to more accurate spot segmentation 

compared to the all existing methods. 

4. Conclusion 

 Predicting and effective classification of images will solve the issue of complex 

biological processes. Across fields like gene identification, cancer detection and disease 

diagnosis, prediction and treatment, there has been a widespread application of the microarray 

data. This can in turn trigger the development of medicines at a later stage. As the sample size id 

extremely small and the data is of high dimensionality, the classification problem is time 
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consuming. The running time is reduced and the precision of forecast improves when the feature 

selection is performed before classification. The proposed methodology has two segmentation 

techniques of microarray image analysis facilitate efficient intensity extraction results and the 

validity of gene expression levels, thus allowing biologists to draw meaningful conclusions. 

Experimental results and analysis, and comparison of the proposed method namely protracted K-

means NeT Algorithm with existing methods such as K-Means , GMM and Multifeature shows 

the promising results such as 95%of SNR 1029.4 SSD 90% of CV, 521sec of MAE.   Therefore, 

the results obtained in the experimental analysis shows the protracted K-means NeT method has 

3 to 4 percent accuracy deviations when compared to the previous methodology. 
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